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imposed taxes on them, though in a less direct way, or that
the big merchants in England who had proprietary and
other commercial interests in America, by their own
representation in Parliament, also represented the colonists,
or that all people even in England were not directly
represented in Parliament and yet taxed by it, could, even in
the least, swerve them from their firm determination. The
successive changes in the British ministries and the repeal
of the Stamp Act did not relieve the situation, for, every
ministry, and more so the King, insisted on retaining a
small tax on tea (1770) by way of upholding the right of
Parliament to tax the colonies. The question now hinged
solely on the principle of taxation and not on the Parlia-
ment's desire to replenish their treasury or the colonists'
plea of poverty. Both sides were equally obdurate but
perhaps neither foresaw the final consequences. Parliament
failed to perceive that the colonists, though un*organised
and disunited in other matters, were now knit together on
this question and were determined to prove their mettle.
Ultimately an insignificant incident at Boston (1763)
precipitated the struggle, and the several states in Congress
assembled ( 4th July 1776 ) declared their independence
and waged war against the King. It is not the object of
these pages to indicate how far the blame rested on the two
sides or what measures, if taken at the time would, have
averted the trouble. Suffice it to say, thai; the unity
among the colonies, which had not been brought about a
few years before that time by arousing hatred ol! the French,
had now been achieved by the advent of this common cause.
The colonists took to arms. The war lasted with varying
fortunes till the 19th of October 1781, when the surrender
of Lord Cornwallis brought it to a close. Great Britain
recognised the independence of the United States of
America, and the treaty of Paris (1783) sot its senl npon the
terms agreed upon.

